KUNTZLEMAN STROBE SYSTEMS

KUNTZLEMAN LED CONTROLLER ONLY

LED Controller only. The controller is capable of powering up to 4 of our special strobe heads. So, if you would like to add more visibility we have 3 additional heads to choose from that will work in conjunction with the two wing tip heads. LED-HACW is a streamline strobe & White AFT Position light, LED-SO is a streamline strobe only and LED-TLS is a Round tail light style strobe only. Each additional head requires a Y-PC patch cord. P/N 11-12344 $136.75

KUNTZLEMAN LED REPLACEMENT POSITION AND STROBE HEADS

LED replacement position and strobe heads. This items comes with an LED replacement part with Red/White position or a Green/White position and strobe head. The kit is for the Anti Collision and Navigation Position Light System. (Part Numbers 11-10687 or 11-12342) This head requires a Y-PC patch cord.
Red/White........................................P/N 11-12344 $136.75
Green White...................................P/N 11-12345 $136.75

KUNTZLEMAN LED STREAMLINE WHITE AFT POSITION AND STROBE HEAD

LED-HACW is a streamline strobe & White AFT Position light. This part is for the Anti Collision and Navigation Position Light System. (Part Numbers 11-10687 or 11-12342) This head requires a Y-PC patch cord. P/N 11-12346 $136.75

KUNTZLEMAN LED ROUND TAILLIGHT STYLE STROBE

LED-TLS is a Round tail light style strobe only. This part is for the Anti Collision and Navigation Position Light System. (Part Numbers 11-10687 or 11-12342) This head requires a Y-PC patch cord. P/N 11-12349 $136.75

KUNTZLEMAN REPLACEMENT PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Standard Streamline Head Assembly - Silicon and lexan head measures 3-1/4” x 1” and weighs 1.8 ounces each. (bulb unit, clear lens, adapter plate, 25 feet wire, plug, pins, hardware and heat shrink) SL-1A........................................P/N 11-05127 $54.95
Standard Streamline Bulb Unit - Less Lens SL-1B........................................P/N 11-05128 $39.95
Standard Streamline Lens Only - SL-L........................................P/N 11-05130 $17.50
Round head Assembly - Round clear Fresnel lens. Measures 2-1/2” dia. at the base and 3-1/2” tall. Weighs 6 ounces, and standard 6 ft. wire and plug installed. RND-HA-CLEAR........................................P/N 11-05135 $36.85
Round Clear Fresnel Lens - RND-L........................................P/N 11-05139 $17.50
Round Wire Bulb Unit - Works on all Magnum drivers. RND-3WBU - 3 Wire........................................P/N 11-05137 $29.95

KUNTZLEMAN LED STREAMLINE STROBE ONLY HEAD

LED-SO is a streamline strobe only head. This part is for the Anti Collision and Navigation Position Light System. (Part Numbers 11-10687 or 11-12342) This head requires a Y-PC patch cord. P/N 11-12348 $97.75

KUNTZLEMAN LED Y-PATCH CORD ADAPTER

Y-Patch cord for the Anti Collision and Navigation Position Light System. (Part Numbers 11-10687 or 11-12342) This head requires a Y-PC patch cord. P/N 11-12347 $14.50

KUNTZLEMAN LED WING TIP STROBE AND NAVIGATION SYSTEM

This new wing tip, 100% LED, strobe and navigation light system features a cluster of very bright LEDs and using a common controller that furnishes the heads with a junction point for synchronizing and selecting one of the 7 flash patterns of the LED STROBES. It also allows for a separate power source to the navigation red, green and white LEDs. The system includes 2 heads (one left & one right), mounting adapter plates for mounting on a radius, 50 feet of 3 conductor wire, plugs, pins, 1 controller, misc. wire connectors and mounting hardware.
Specifications:
- Made in USA
- Navigation Colors: Aviation Red / Green forward and White aft
- Strobe: Synchronized with seven (7) selectable flash patterns
- Weight: 2 heads and controller / 12 ounces
- Power draw: Strobe and Position lights are LESS than 2 Amps at 12 to 14 volts
- Footprint Dimensions (Heads): 3.2” long x 1.1” wide
- Footprint Dimensions (Controller): 2.2” x 5”
Kuntzleman LED Wing Tip Strobe And Navigation System P/N 11-10687 $389.95

KUNTZLEMAN LED LANDING/TAXI/RECOGNITION (LTR) LIGHTS

Kuntzleman Hot Box The Kuntzleman Hot Box is a complete electrical system intended for use with single engine starter equipped engine. The box contains a heavy duty regulator, starter solenoid, custom length cables, labeled terminal strips, a fuse panel and many more features.
Hot Box with Regulator HB........................................P/N 11-05144 $240.00
Hot Box no Regulator HB........................................P/N 11-05145 $208.95